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Abstract:
Human demands are unlimited at all times, while resources to meet those wants are
always scarce, as indicated by Economics 101. In big visual data computing, we can
address the challenge by evaluating two basic characteristics of signals: visual
sensitivity, and visual quality; the formulation of this dual provides the ground for
differential treatments of visual signals (images and videos) throughout their life cycles,
under the constraint of available resources (bandwidth, memory, battery, computation,
device cost/size, etc). Research on each characteristic can aim at systems and services
for either humans or machines as final users.
In this talk, we will firstly present the computational models of the dual with humans
as final users. Just-noticeable difference (JND) and visual attention and saliency (VAS)
are used for visual sensitivity, while visual quality can be quantified via image quality
assessment (IQA) or video quality assessment (VQA). The modeling can be in absolute
sense or utility-based (e.g., the requirement of art appreciation is different from that of
videoconferencing). Machines are expected to become the final users for increasing
amount of visual signals in the AI era, and we will therefore also investigate into the
new concepts with machines as final users, including early examples of machineoriented JND, and saliency and quality models for 3D point clouds. Finally, possible
further research topics will be highlighted, inclusive of exploration toward true
multimedia that consists of hearing, smell, touch and even taste aspects as well.
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